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  Agreement  

  Concerning the Adoption of Uniform Technical Prescriptions for 
Wheeled Vehicles, Equipment and Parts which can be Fitted and/or be 
Used on Wheeled Vehicles and the Conditions for Reciprocal 
Recognition of Approvals Granted on the Basis of these Prescriptions*  

(Revision 2, including the amendments which entered into force on 16 October 1995)  

   

  Addendum 2: Regulation No. 3  

  Revision 3 – Amendment 3  

Supplement 12 to the 02 series of amendments - Date of entry into force: 23 June 2011 

  Uniform provisions concerning the approval of retro-reflecting devices 
for power-driven vehicles and their trailers 

   
 

UNITED NATIONS 

  
 * Former title of the Agreement: Agreement Concerning the Adoption of Uniform Conditions of 

Approval and Reciprocal Recognition of Approval for Motor Vehicle Equipment and Parts, done at 
Geneva on 20 March 1958. 
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Annex 4, 

Paragraph 3.1., amend to read: 

"3.1. A colour which satisfies the conditions laid down in Annex 6. This shall 
be ..." 

Annex 6, 

Paragraph 2., amend to read: 

"2. When the retro-reflecting device is illuminated by CIE standard illuminant A, 
with an angle of divergence of 1/3 degrees and an illumination angle of 
V = H = 0 degrees, or, if this produces a colourless surface reflection, an 
angle V = +/- 5 degrees, H = 0 degrees, the trichromatic coordinates of the 
reflected luminous flux must be within the limits according to 
paragraph 2.30. of Regulation No. 48." 

Insert a new paragraph 3., to read: 

"3. Clear retro-reflecting devices must not produce a selective reflection, that is 
to say, the trichromatic coordinates "x" and "y" of the standard illuminant 
"A" used to illuminate the retro-reflecting device must not undergo a change 
of more than 0.01 after reflection by the retro-reflecting device." 

Annex 14, 

Paragraph 4.1., amend to read: 

"4.1. A colour which satisfies the conditions laid down in Annex 6. This shall 
be ..." 

    


